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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 
examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 
The reports will also explain aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether 
through a lack of knowledge, poor examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable 
reason.  

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report.  

A full copy of the question paper and the mark scheme can be downloaded from OCR. 

  

Would you prefer a Word version?  
Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional?  
Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 
(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere 
on the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 
If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional there are a number of free applications available 
that will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 
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Unit 1 series overview 
Candidates for this session have in general performed well with some candidates demonstrating a good 
knowledge of the topics on the specification using appropriate technical language for both short and long 
answer questions. 

Due to the circumstances surrounding the qualification delivery in 2020 it is perhaps unsurprising that the 
depth of knowledge in particular with technical areas (such as networking protocols) has decreased 
slightly on last year. 

In section A most candidates attempted all questions. 

Section B of this unit features a brief context. The context was clearly relevant to candidates and used by 
the majority in answering the level of response questions with examples taken from their experience of 
remote access to learning resources and online teaching.  This was an area where varied knowledge of 
technical language was demonstrated. 

A reasonable proportion of candidates provided answers for all the questions in Section B. Good 
examination technique suggests that the candidate constructs their answers in the format indicated in 
the question to gain full marks, e.g. identify and describe.  

Some candidates appeared to have learned the answers from past examination papers. This helped 
them to some extent in answering several questions on this paper, in particular Questions 16(a) and 
16(b). It is good practice to provide past examination papers for candidates to improve their examination 
technique and prepare for the summative assessment. Candidates, however, need to read the question 
carefully and consider their answer rather than simply write what they learned about a topic from a 
previous exam answer. This did occur frequently in Question 20(d). 

  

 

Candidates who did well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

Candidates who did less well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

• Presented answers in the format requested in 
the question (e.g. Identify and Describe) 
 

• Understood technical terminology and apply it 
in an appropriate manner 
 

• Paid particular attention to the context of the 
question. 

 

 

• Presented answers not adhering to the format 
requested in the question 
 

• Ignored the context of the question. 
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Question 1  

Candidates were asked to identify which type of storage is ‘made up of spinning magnetic discs’. A high 
proportion of candidates were able to identify (b) Hard Drive as the correct response. 

 

Question 2  

Candidates needed to identify which ‘device converts digital data to analogue data’.  A good proportion 
of candidates chose (b) Modem. 
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Question 3  

Candidates needed to identify which unit of multiple bytes was equal to 1015 bytes. A lower  proportion of 
candidates recognised that (b) Petabyte was the correct unit. 

 

Question 4  

Candidates were asked to select which software was initially provided free but had an expiry date.  A 
good proportion of candidates of all abilities chose (b) Freeware. Others selected (d) Shareware, and a 
small number selected (a) Bespoke for their answer. 
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Question 5  

This was related to the most suitable productivity software for storing large amounts of online shopping 
transaction data. A good proportion of candidates selected the correct answer (a) Database. Of the 
incorrect answers most chose (c) Spreadsheet. 

 

Question 6  

The question asked candidates to choose a suitable way of sharing images, text and video content with 
a larger number of recipients. Many candidates of all abilities recognised (a) Social Media as the 
platform which allows users to do this.   
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Question 7  

Candidates were asked to identify a type of error that might not be detected by installable 
troubleshooting tools.  A good number of candidates correctly identified (d) user error as the correct 
answer. Other responses were quite mixed with (a) file corruption and (c) hardware issues often 
identified.  

 

Question 8  

Candidates were asked to select which protocol was in the Application layer of the TCP/IP stack. There 
was sufficient detail provided in the first statement to enable a good proportion of candidates to correctly 
select (a) FTP (File Transfer Protocol). Others selected (c) TCP (Transmission Control Protocol). 
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Question 9  

Candidates were asked to identify the name of a permanent point-to-point link used in creating a pre-
established WAN connection. A good proportion of candidates were able to correctly identify (c) Leased 
Line. A few others identified (a) ADSL. 

 

Question 10  

The question required candidates to select the most suitable connectivity method for a voice call from a 
remote area with no network coverage. A good number of candidates were able to correctly identify (d) 
Satellite. A small number of candidates chose (a) Cellular. 
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Question 11  

This question required candidates to select the option that was a not a feature of body language. A high 
proportion of candidates of all abilities selected (d) Tone of Voice.  Others chose (b) Hand Gestures. 

 

Question 12  

Candidates were asked to select the most appropriate communication technology to use when a short 
but urgent/immediate communication is required. Almost all candidates correctly identified (c) Instant 
Messaging.   
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Question 13  

For this question, the candidates were given a statement and required to complete a sentence by 
identifying what the statement was an example of. A high proportion of candidates correctly selected (c) 
staying safe online. A few others selected (d) whistleblowing. 

 

Question 14  

A good proportion of candidates selected (a) a trojan, to complete the sentence about a link to a 
‘backdoor’. A few others identified (c) interception. 
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Question 15   

The question asked candidates to identify which was the most effective way to prevent intercepted 
emails from being read.  A good proportion of candidates chose (c) Encryption. A few others chose (d) 
Firewalls or (a) Anti-Spyware. 
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Question 16 (a) 

Candidates were asked to identify a suitable expansion card and explain why it was suitable for the 
scenario given. To obtain any marks for this question a suitable expansion card needed to be correctly 
identified. A reasonable number of good answers correctly identified an expansion card suitable for the 
scenario and were able to explain how this would enable the digital product to playback as intended.  
Others could identify an expansion card but provided vague reasons as to why it was suitable.  A small 
number of answers seemed to relate to a previous question paper on graphic expansion cards (Jan 2020 
Question 16c). Those candidates that chose to answer with ‘sound card’ generally had weaker reasons. 
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Question 16 (b)   

Candidates were required to identify and explain a more effective connectivity method to download 
media files than an internal wireless adapter and a wireless access point.  To obtain any marks for this 
question a suitable connectivity method needed to be identified. A reasonable number of candidates 
identified an Ethernet cable as the connectivity method. Somewhat fewer candidates were able to 
explain why this method would be more effective and gain full marks, although most could explain that it 
would be faster than the wireless connection.   
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Question 17 (a)   

The candidates were asked to identify two advantages and one disadvantage to using a ticketing system 
to log reports of faults. A small number of good answers were able to identify at least one advantage or 
disadvantage to a ticketing system (the most common alluding to priority). Others provided answers that 
did not answer the question. A fair proportion of candidates provided no response to some or this entire 
question. 

 

Question 17 (b)  

 

The question asked candidates to convert the denary number 57 to binary and hexadecimal. A high 
proportion of candidates attempted this question and very many achieved full marks for two correct 
answers. Others achieved 1 mark, usually for the binary conversion.  This shows a distinct improvement 
in skill compared to previous conversion questions (e.g. Jan 2020 Question 16e). 
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Question 17 (c)   

The candidates were asked to identify four features of an IDE.  A small number of candidates were able 
to identify up to three features, and a slightly larger number were able to identify one or two.  

 

Question 18 (a)  

This question required candidates to explain two advantages of using disc defragmentation. A mix and 
match approach was used on the mark scheme which meant that candidates could achieve marks for a 
combination of correct explanations. Some candidates understood that this process would speed up data 
retrieval. Specific technical terminology was lacking in the answers with users using terms such as ‘files’ 
in their answers rather than ‘data’, ‘sectors’ and ‘clustering’. There was also some confusion between de-
fragmentation and antivirus. 
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Question 18 (b)   

Candidates were required to explain how TCP and UDP transfer data differently. A very small proportion 
of good answers explained three differences between the transfer of data by TCP and UDP.  A slightly 
larger proportion of candidates explained two differences.  A few were able to say that TCP was slower 
than UDP, or the inverse that UDP was faster than TCP. Others wrote what they knew about TCP and/or 
UDP without making any comparison. Some candidates provided no response to this question. 

 

Question 19  

This question was marked using a banded response mark scheme. Candidates were asked to explain 
the benefits and limitations to JDI Academy Group of moving to a cloud-based storage system. Good 
responses included detailed explanations on either side of the argument with subject specific 
terminology. Others produced descriptions relating more to limitations or benefits. A few candidates 
identified only generic points in relation to cloud storage. All candidates attempted this question. The 
topic of cloud storage has been included on previous papers and most answers were at Level 2 or 
above. 
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Question 20 (a)   

A brief description of a new wired network was provided and candidates needed to identify and describe 
three pieces of hardware that would be required. There were several good answers which identified a 
switch, a hub and Ethernet cables and described what they would be used for. Many included router, 
modem or server for which no marks were given. The question focus was ‘classroom’. 
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Question 20 (b)  

Candidates were asked to describe one advantage and one disadvantage of a Ring topology. Good 
answers described the advantage of data flowing in one direction controlled using tokens which reduced 
data collisions, and the disadvantage that if one node or device failed the whole network would fail. The 
most common correct answer was the disadvantage of one node failing. 
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Question 20 (c)   

The question required candidates to identify an appropriate type of communication software for a given 
situation and explain how they could use it. Many good answers identified email as the communication 
software and explained how one email could be sent to multiple teaching staff whose email addresses 
would be on the JDI Academy Group’s contacts and the message would explain the issue regarding 
passwords. Others correctly identified IM or a presentation but sometimes struggled to explain in enough 
detail how this would be communicated to all the teaching staff to gain the full 4 marks. This was a 
question where many brand names were used by candidates which gained zero marks. 
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Question 20 (d)  

This question concerned being ready for work. In the brief scenario candidates were informed that 
technicians wore a uniform to work. Candidates were asked to identify and describe two other ways that 
the technicians could demonstrate their readiness to work. Good answers identified both of the other two 
ways (4.4 on the unit specification) and described how these could be demonstrated. Others identified 
personal attributes, contractual things such as being punctual, or repeated the way mentioned in the 
scenario regarding dress. 
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Question 20 (e)   

The question required candidates to identify two benefits to JDI Academy Group of the technicians 
having Industry Certification.  A few good answers were able to identify a benefit in terms of having up-
to-date skills in the area or showing areas of expertise.  Others interpreted the question as relating to 
membership of a professional body and provided answers more suitable to a previous question paper. 
Some candidates offered answers that would be a benefit to the technician rather than the requested JDI 
Academy Group. 

 

Question 21  

This question was marked using a banded response mark scheme. Candidates were asked to discuss 
the benefits and risks of providing remote access to the teaching resources and the students’ data.  
Good responses included detailed explanations of both the benefits and risks, presenting either side of 
the argument with the use of subject specific terminology. Others provided descriptions relating to 
remote learning and the security risk of access to student data from devices at home. Very few answers 
identified only generic points. Some answers concentrated on benefits and risks to students. 
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Question 22 (a)  

Candidates were asked to identify the most appropriate type of software to remove key logging software. 
Good responses correctly identified anti-spyware or antivirus software. Others identified anti-malware, 
which is too vague, but not as common as in previous papers. 

 

Question 22 (b)   

The question required candidates to identify and describe one method to be used to dispose of the 
school’s old hard drives. Good answers were able to identify a method of physical destruction and 
describe it briefly. Others identified recycling or electromagnetic wipe as the method which was not 
suitable for disposal. A number of candidates provided no response to this final question. 
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